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The State of the Basin
From DRBC’s Perspective



 Research indicated that, of 
several brainstormed program 
names, Our Shared Waters 
had the most positive 
reaction.

So…



Our Shared Waters’ Goals

1. Create a comprehensive look of the Basin’s waters by 

including inputs from a wide range of stakeholders to 

include: public and private water purveyors, NGOs, non-

profits, and residents. 



Our Shared Waters’ Goals

2. Increase public awareness about the Delaware River 

Basin’s critical role in supporting their needs for drinking 

water, water supply, clean water, and encourage them to 

get involved in water efficiency, healthy watersheds, water-

based economic activities and recreational opportunities 

within the four-state Basin region.



Online Discussion Group (17 participants from DE, NJ 
and PA)
 Measure familiarity with the Delaware River, as well as the Delaware River 

Basin.

 Analyze perceptions of the different threats to the basin’s waters.

 Gauge interest in participation in efforts to protect the basin’s waters. 

 Evaluate different communications that may guide our outreach program.

 Phone Survey (602 respondents in DE, NJ and PA)
 15 minutes (+/-) for each survey

 “Dig” deeper into what people think about the basin’s waters.

 Determine willingness to get involved in helping improve the waters, and why.

Program Research



 43% think the water in the DRB is dirtier than it was 
50 years ago.

 Major sources of pollution:
• Plastic trash like water bottles

• Industrial waste (undefined) from local factories

• Pesticides from local farms and residential lawns

 70% see climate change as “Very Concerning”

Program Research



Our Shared Waters Campaign
Major Components

 Online/Digital

• Web-based  Crowdsourced Basin Waters Evaluation Site

• Facebook 

• OurSharedWaters.Org

 Community Events

 Experiential Opportunities



Crowdsourced Evaluation Site



Crowdsourced Evaluation Site



Crowdsourced Evaluation Site



Crowdsourced Evaluation Site

 Evaluation on 5-point scale
 Indicators evaluated include:

• Water Supply
• Water Quality
• Aquatic Life
• Recreation on/near the 

water
• Watershed 

Stressors/Threats
• Climate Change Impact

 Space for comments
 Attach studies, reports, photos



Crowdsourced Evaluation Site

 Provides a comprehensive and 
diverse perspective of the 
Basin’s water resources

 Permits web linkages to more 
detailed organizational 
information, data, reports etc.

 Provides more exposure to a 
wider (and growing) basin 
community



“Like Yelp for the Basin!”
Involving public citizens

 Engages the public in providing 
more “lay” evaluation of the 
waters they interact with

 Provides simple and easy to use 
grading tool using a five-star 
standard

 Permits commentary and 
photos to be uploaded

 Introduces public to more 
detailed information from, and 
exposure to Basin organizations



Part of the Crowd 
in Crowdsourcing



Social Media: Facebook
@OurSharedWaters

 2,720 Followers

• Women 58%

• Men 41%

• January Performance

• Reach 56,398          
up 40% 



OurSharedWaters.Org



Community Events

 Collaborative partnering with other 
organizations 
• Example: PA Sen. Haywood’s Back to 

School Block Party
o PDE 
o Stroud
o Tookany/Tacony-Frankford Watershed 

Partnership
o DRBC

• Iron Pigs Little League night

 Supported with social media and digital 
advertising



Experiential 

 Opportunities for target 
audiences to experience the 
water
• AJ Meerwald 

• Splash Floating Classroom

• Delaware Sojourn Scholarships

• Fishing Lessons

• Shad Year of Young Seining

• Flying with LightHawk



Collateral

3D Thermoplastic Basin Map
 Size: 26.7”X53” 

 Scale: 1:340,000 (1” = 5 miles)

 Municipal labels included 

 Easily transported

 Additional maps from mold available

 Mounted/framed: $400

 Unmounted/unframed: $150



Thank You

QUESTIONS?

How may we work together?


